SunRunner Victron 85MPPT/2 Core

This is the ultra high power SunRunner Victron MPPT System Core. It comes with a Victron Smart Solar MPPT 150|85 85 Amp Controller and 2 Gauge Wire Harness (2 gauge Duplex Cable, DC Breaker, Block Spades, Lugs, Heat Shrink, Wire Ties & System Labels).

Optional Add-ons:
- Victron MPPT Control Kit 60-VTMMPP
- Victron Color Control Monitor Kit 60-VTCCM
- Victron BMV-702 Battery Monitor Kit 60-VTBVM

Temperature sensing is built into the charge controller and no probe is used. Therefore it is important to install the charge controller near the battery bank.

ALL POSITIVE CONNECTIONS +

ALL NEGATIVE CONNECTIONS -

Example Lead Acid Battery Bank (Not Included)

2.1" H x 11.6" W x 3.8" D
Regulates up to 1150W of solar power (NOCT)